
Questions following Geography, French & Spanish    14/1/22 

Geography 

1. Is there more physical geography or human geography? 
• Split down the middle, 50% physical, 50% human.  Paper 1 is all physical geography (with 

some crossover into human geography), Paper 2 is the other way around.  Paper 3 
focuses on fieldwork and again you will complete one physical coursework (for example a 
river study) and one human coursework (for example the urban regeneration programme 
at Gloucester Quays) 

 
2. Do you need to know much maths?   

• The a lot of being able to read graphs, pie charts etc in addition, statistics covers things 
like mean, mode, median and range, interquartile range as well as some basic maths for 
example percentages.  Maths makes up approximately 5% across the 3 papers 

 

French & Spanish 

3. How long time wise is the speaking part of the exam? 
• You are given 30 minutes in total.  12mins is used for preparation followed by up to 

12mins speaking.  Higher tier students would be speaking for between 10-12mins and 
foundation students approx. 7-9mins.   

• The time goes very quickly  - you do a role play (for example in a shop, you are given a 
scenario to prepare), following by a photo card, describing what you see on the photo.  
This is all things you have done lots of times in lessons.   

• The final part is a conversation, your teacher will try to support you as much as possible, 
they will try to select topics that they know you are more comfortable with  -  questions 
are all prepared before hand, they will not be anything new to you 
 

4. Can you do a combination of higher and foundation level exams? 
• This is no longer possible, each of the 4 elements (reading, writing, listening and 

speaking), have to be taken at the same tier  
 

5. How much speaking practice do students have each week? 
• Speaking is incorporated in every lesson, speaking with your partner, asking each other 

questions and taking part in conversations.  We do not have a Spanish or French 
Assistant, so you are not withdrawn from lessons for speaking practice, it is all 
incorporated into each lesson  
 

 

 


